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Hello, the family of Marine Students Organization (DODER). I am Ali Fatih
Yazar. I’m a 4th grade student in the department of Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering. Firstly, being the Chairman of Marine Students
Organization for the 21st period, I would like to express my gratitude to
the precious members, heads and representatives of Marine Students
Organization (DODER) for allowing us to share valuable moments since
the organisation was created.
As the great leader Mustafa Kemal Ataturk said: ‘’ Maritime sector will
be understood not only as a transportation business, but as an economic Ali Fatih YAZAR
business, and shipyards, ships, ports and piers will be built, sea sports
clubs will be established, protected and developed. Because, the borders Piri Reis University
of a nation whose land is the sea, draws the borders of the power and
talent of its people. The most appropriate geographical location
surrounded by sea on three sides: Turkey, with industry, commerce
andsports, Turkey has the ability to raise a sailor nation. We must know
how to take advantage of this ability. We should think of maritime as the
great national ideal of Turkey and achieve it in a short time ... " Since the
beginning of DODER, being aware of the vision, it has gained a lot of
success from different organised delegations, tours, educations, social
responsibility Projects, sectoral conversations besides those actvities ,
DODER has had a huge impact over the country with Nixie
Congress(Denizkizi) like it has touched students’ life. I have realized since
I joined the association 4 years ago that everyone in DODER loves this
country, and everyone is trying to do something for the country. DODER is
consisted of people having this vision. Work with people who struggle to
improve the community rather than the individuality is so valuable, It is not
all about criticizing but It is to enhance. Since I joined the organization, I
have tried to create my own way and be experienced in differents
missions, with people’s visions. We worked to create different Projects
with friends . As a result of these projects, the lives of several students
have been affected. This proves that we are on the right track.
We feel sad that the activities we planned could not take place due to
Covid 19. But we will keep continuing with online activities. Of course, we
will stay close together with our new E-Newspaper editions. Each step we
moved with your help will be an advantage to our national marine sector.
Remember that we are capable of power and vision to change the World.
The significant matter is to be united and to create. I wish you to keep and
stand upon with the phrase Mustafa Kemal Ataturk said to young people...
‘’The new rising generation, the future is yours’’. We established the
republic, you will enhance and maintain it. I wish everyone lives happiness
and prosperity. Regards…

Distinguished ‘’Denizden’’ readers,
We wish you all the goodness tranquility, happiness, wellness, success
and peace for all humanity in that current pandemia and the following
days.
We present our 1st. E-Newspaper of ‘Denizden’ with the efforts of
Commission e-newspaper, valuable students’ organisation. We have
desired to reach you with more cultural contents in that edition. We have
incorporated contexts which will share experiences in various topics Erkan GUNDOGDU
through the precious people in the sector.
Piri Reis University
Besides this, we hope that you will read gladly about the highlighted
diversed and cultural contents, which have been prepared by the Marine(r)
students. Marine(r) Students Organisation has a serious improvement in
22st period. Therefore, the newspaper will reach more and more readers
day by day and it excites greatly and motivates us as we work on it. We
aim to increase the sectoral sharing and strenghten our relations with the
stakeholders. We believe that success will emerge with all joining young
and old alike, and we keep going to sail with that target. We endeavour to
become integrated with the sea, not to be far away from the sea.
The adage says ‘’ The person resists to sea storms by heart’’.

Arca CAPRAZ

We love and we infatuated are sea more than everything in its real and Istanbul Technical University
metaphoric meaning. Hence, we will carry and handle the storms
whenever we face it and no matter how hard it will be. We will arrive at the
targeted port safely.
We hope you feel with exclusive as a DODER family member. Enjoy your
reading.

Maritime, which Ataturk has shown as his
great ideal, is getting increasingly important in
our country and in the World. Our association
continues its activities in order to bring Turkish
Marine Students to this country in concert
with this consciousness. We should help
students make useful studies for both world
maritime and our country’s maritime by
preparing scientific projects and studies with
maritime as main subject. The Maritime
Student Association aims to help its student
members to create awareness about the
industry of maritime; deck, hull machinery, management and ship construction
students who will be working in the same working environment in their future career, to
meet and have an exchange of ideas with each other during school years. The Marine
Student Association, which has been active for 22 years, encourages students to be
affiliated with these kinds of associations as the first non- governmental organization
founded for marine students in Turkey and in the world.

The National Mermaid Congress, which is traditionally held every year, was held
between 25th April and 28th April 2019 for the 20th time, and will be organized by the
Marine Student Association as it is every year. It will help our youth, who will be serving
industries such as shipbuilding, maritime, and port management in Turkey, to meet with
each other during their school years. Thus, the students will be rendered to exchange
ideas, brainstorm about specific topics, meet sector representatives, academicians, and
government authorities, and open new horizons for themselves.

Owing to the 22-yearlong history of the
National
Mermaid
Congress and Maritime
Student Association, it
brings
students
together under the roof
of this sustainability
every year, helps to build
bridges
between
people’s schools who
study the same subjects
in different schools, and makes sure that they are informed about the other schools’
problems or developments. Students, who are studying in subsections of the industry
such as shipbuilding, maritime, and port management, are brought together with
government authorities, have knowledge of directly conveying problems about the
conducted seminar or create awareness by observing the industry’s condition. The
students recognize the problems they face or the projects they work on at school. They
inform the other schools with their presentations about their activities. The students
benefit themselves by listening to the sector representatives, shipowners or subindustry officials’ seminars firsthand, which are conducted at our congress. Students
get an opportunity to work in groups and organize workshops about specific subjects
among themselves, transfer information to each other, or express common problems
all together. A permanent bond among students who will serve for the same sector even
if they are from different cities is intended with the social activities in the congress.

The National Mermaid Congress, which was held for the first time in 1999 and laid the
foundations of the Maritime Student Association, has been held annually from that day
to this day and highly important achievements have been gained. Our congresses,
which continue to attract the students’ attention, get positive reactions from the sector
or our academicians, and make the press talk about themselves, and will continue to be
held every year with the contributions of our supporters.

On a piece of land surrounded by the
seas on three sides, a nation has been
recognised as having one of the most
powerful armies in the known history,
and thanks to its nomadic culture, it has
extremely expanded out of its respective
geological environment in the course of
the history.
As it is very well known throughout the
history of the world, the Turkish Military
System having contributed to the military
terminology quote a lot initially appeared
with land forces. (B.C.209, the date
accepted with regard to TSK ) The Turks
had not felt the need for dealing with
maritime until they came to Anatolia because of the domination of steppe life in Central
Asia, which was their initial settlement vicinity. It was explicitly required to possess
strong naval forces as much as it should possess strong land forces. The Seljuks
realized the importance of this and conquered the city of Antalya, which was a port town
in March 1207. The maritime adventure of the Turks that began with this conquest
gained a great speed with the conquest of the coasts of the Black Sea.
Karamursel Bey started to work for the weak Ottoman navy after the Karesi Beylic,
which he was the member of, fell under the domination of the Ottoman Beylic.
Karamusel Bey laid foundations in the Ottoman Navy, and he became the first admiral
of it. Karamursel Bey, who aimed to develop the navy to gain victories, built the shipyard
in Armutcuk, and he started to make preparations for the navy. He built ships which
were light and fast with his workmen. In memory of him, these ships were named
Karamursel.
The ship named Karamursel , which was a sailing vessel belonging to the galley class,
became the first ship of the Ottoman Navy and was named after Karamursel Bey, who
was the engineer building it. It was observed that the ship in the course of time was
begun to be used for commercial and military purposes until the 19th century. The ship
was steered by "Alaybası and Ceribası" ,who were high ranking officers in charge. He

transferred to that knowledge to our time in his famous book called “Mevaidu’n-Nefais
fi Kavaidi’l-Mecalis”.
According to the information given, the details of the ship are as follows;









15-30 meters in length and breadth-wise is 4-6 meters.
Weighted 25-45 ton.
Its speed changing between 3 to 7
knot per hour.
She had two feluccas, one of
which was tall, and the other was
a medium-sized pole.
She had thwarts varying between
10 and 20. She had oars ranging
between 20 to 40, and each oar’s
weight changing between 15 and
20 kg.
The number of the crew was ranging between 55 and 95 people that were
composed of the oarsmen ranging between 40 and 80, 4 backup oarsmen, 4
yardmen, 2 caulkers, a waterman, an oiler, a pilot, a steersman, and one skipper.

Speaking of Karamursel Bey, he seized the Marmara Sea from the Byzantine Empire,
conquered the entire coasts from the Kocaeli Bay to Yalova with the navy. Due to his
success, the Ottoman fleet was given under his command. He also played a key role in
the conquest of Izmit, which had been blockaded by Orhan Gazi. Karamursel Bey landed
his navy to the Kocaeli frontline thus playing another key role in the victory of the battle
of Palekanon. Furthermore, at the end of this battle, the Marmara Sea came under the
domination of the Ottomans from the Byzantiums. Due to his efforts and courage,
Orhan Gazi gave this great commander the nickname ,"KARA". We do not have enough
information about his date and place of birth. He was buried in the cemetery of
Karamursel district in Kocaeli, where his name was given.
‘When deceased, bury me in such a place where my back would rest in the mountains
and my face looks towards the sea. Thus, I will always be able to see my navy.’
‘Let's set sail for travelling to seas.’
‘Let’s serve our nation and territories.’

Yasin BUYUKAYDIN

Yusuf Samet GULER

Kocaeli Universitesi

Gelisim University

The only ship in the history of the world to be taken out after sinking and
re-enter the war is the steamer, RUSUMAT, colloquially the "ship reborn
after death".
In 1891, the Trawler fishing vessel,
Rusumat, was acquired by the Ottoman
Empire in 1913. It worked under the
name of Ottoman Customs Office for 1
year. In 1914, two 37 mm serial fire
cannon machines were mounted. It
served in the first World War as a
minesweeper and Outpost ship.
Between 1916 and 1918, it carried coal,
ammunition, food and soldiers between
ports in the Sea of Marmara. The ship
was used for a rescue mission. On 6
November 1918, it was handed over to
the headmistress of taxes. On 10 June
1920, the ship sailed to the Black Sea,
Eregli, to stop smuggling. On 4
November 1920, from her first sea
expedition to Trabzon, it carried 632

rifles, 615 casings, and 1180 crates of
ammunition. The last commander of
this ship is called "Paskal", his bold and
coldblooded nickname. His name is
known as captain Ismail Mahmud bin
Ahmed Efendi of Galatali. Rüsumat
steamboat is among the first
steamboats to the west. A week before
the start of the Battle of Sakarya, ships
lined up to transport war supplies from
Batumi to the Western Front. The
steamboat Rusumat was among them

On 16 August 1921, two 88 mm British cannons and 354 ammunition chests were
loaded by the Batum Turks on the steamboat Rusumat. At this time, two Greek ships
were constantly searching for the steamboat Rusumat. The Rusumat steamboat would
go from Batum to Trabzon and unload its cargo to the Anatolian port with instructions
that it would receive from there. At night, the westward operation began. Even smoking
was forbidden on the ship at night, so as not to be noticed. On 17 August, they arrived
at the Port of Trabzon without being captured. The Rusumat steamboat, which was
loaded with various supplies from Trabzon to the ship, sailed to Inebolu, but the captain
stopped the Rusumat steamboat at Ordu port on the information he received. Enemy
forces were coming from Eregli Baba gulf to the East. When an order was given, all
ammunition on the steamer Rusumat would be emptied and security would be taken.
While everyone was thinking in distress, people from the public put their boats side by
side and built a bridge between the steamboat and the shore. The people who helped
the crew on the steamboat Rusumat emptied the ammunition before evening.
The
commander
had
something in mind. He would
have sunk this ship if
necessary, but he would never
hand it over to the enemy. In
any case, his orders were in this
direction, and nothing would be
delivered to the enemy. It was
decided now. "War deception
was to be made’’. Tools, maps,
official documents, personal
items inside the ship were
moved to the shore. Six of the
eight kinist's valves were made
ready to open to sink the ship.

Kerosene and flammable materials were also stored on the ship to make it look like it
burned to the ground. A flurry began in the city when it was seen that the enemy fleet
was approaching. Operation deception was beginning. They were very close. At that
time, Captain Arif bin Mehmed Efendi of Amasya went to the engine room and opened
the valves of the kinist. The ship began to sink, and the fire was deliberately set on its
head. The mission was completed, and the enemy navy believed it. After the enemy fleet
left that perimeter, mobility resumed in the city. Personnel and members of the public
returned to the ferry to extinguish the fire. In the engine room, the water had risen to the
cylinder caverns, but there were no problems in the main part that would activate the
ship. The steamboat’s kinistin valves had to be reinstalled. At that time, a hero named
Hamdi appeared, who knew how to swim very well. He learned from Arif bin Hamdi how
the valves were installed and managed to get into the water and put the valves in place.

Kaan KOC
Piri Reis University

Offshore platforms are platforms built for oil and gas exploration on the seabed. On these
plat-forms, machines and workers are needed to expose oil and natural gas.
Platforms are often built within the country's continental shelf and are a very profitable
business. Sometimes the platform needs to be attached to the ocean floor, and this platform
looks like an artificial island from afar. Platforms can be mobile or immobile.

Jack-up, floating and semi-submersible are included in this group.

Jack type structures consist of the feet seated on
the seabed and a mobile working platform that can
rise and fall on these feet.
After this type of building is floated to the project
area, its feet are placed on the sea floor and the
working platform is raised to the desired level. Jack
type open sea structures used in a shallow area of
100 meters, although the platform's load carrying capacity is not very high. They are
economical and lightweight and they constitute 60% of the mobile structures used in the
research areas since they have high mobility and are not affected by bad weather and sea
conditions.

Surface type structures consist of work
platforms mounted on ships or barges.
Although they have great mobility and are used
at depths between 1500 and 2000 meters, these
types of structures are not suitable for regions
where there are waves and currents due to their
environmental
conditions.
According
to
statistics, the accident and loss rate in the last
10 years is only 7% in jack type structures, while
this figure is 12% in surface type structures.

Semi-Submersibles consist of columns rising on
sunken pontoons and working platforms that sit on
these columns. The structure is tied to the seabed
with steel ropes and the tension of the ropes
requires balance of the structure. The difference of
semi-submerged structures from other structures
is that hey can work at 1500m depths.
Although the loss rate was 0.004 between 1980
and 1990, most of the accidents that resulted in death occurred in this type of building.
Floating and Semi-Submersibles are suitable for small production areas where research
structures and fixed structures are not economical. Since the cost of these types of structures
does not depend on the depth of the sea, their use becomes widespread especially in waters
deeper than 300 meters.

Jacket-type steel structures are structures that
are widely used in oil production studies in the
world. These structures consist of latticed steel
legs called "jackets" and working platform (deck)
and modules placed on them. After the jacket and
deck parts are produced separately, they are
combined in the project area. The balance of these
structures is achieved by making connections with
the piles made on the sea floor. Bullwinkle
Platform, which is among such structures in the world, is the world's largest fixed structure
platform with a height of 492 m and a weight of 75000 tons.

Kaan KOC

Salih TULGAR

Piri Reis University

Piri Reis University

First known diving was realized by the Greeks in 500 B.C. The first divers were using
diving suits made from animal skin. Divers served in plenty areas in history. The
foundations of the evolution of diving into today's scuba diving were laid in 1943 with a
regulator invented by Jacques-Yves Cousteau. The main factor in the development of
the diving sport comes from the hunting desire of mankind.

1. Hobby diving: It is a type of diving that is performed as a hobby, starting with an
instructor after completing certain training. It can be done as a member of certain
communities or clubs. It is an ideal activity to get to know the underwater world closely
and have a pleasant time. First of all, diving starts with an instructor to accompany and
it climbs up to high levels. This type of diving covers many topics from free exploration
to record attempts.
2. Scientific diving: In this technical diving, the purpose of divers includes underwater
research and exploration; port constructions, shipwreck and salvage diving. In this
article, our main interests are scientific diving and shipwreck operations.
3. Commercial diving: In this type of
diving,
individuals
dive
as
professionals. This type of diving
includes underwater welding and
training for new divers. Nowadays,
diving serves many different purposes.
This activity is good both for those who
are focused on entertainment and for
historical research.
70% of the earth is covered with water.
We understand that seas are going to
be explored by humans. Marine
archaeology
is
called
an
archaeological site that covers all the
relations that people establish with
sea, lake, river and maritime culture,
and explores the relationship between
them, covering all the areas related to

them. There is a strong connection
between marine archaeology and the
field of underwater archaeology, a subbranch of archaeology that studies and
evaluates topics such as shipwrecks,
physical remains and construction
methods on ancient ships, human
bones, and port settlements. A branch of
marine archaeology that specifically
deals only with the methods of building
boats and ships is called Maritime
Archaeology. Maritime and shipwreck
history is in a deep-rooted position in
our country with the advantage of our
geography.

In the history of the world, the oldest
known sunken ships were found in
Antalya in 1960. These sunken; ones
called Uluburun and Gelidonya Burnu,
are the first ancient sunken ships to be
completely taken out from the bottom of
the sea. Meanwhile, it is also the first
systematic excavation with diver

archeologists, such as land excavations.
This ship described as a Merchant
ships, dates back to 3300 years from
now. Various cargoes had been found
with these sunken ships. Inside the
cargoes were tons of bullions, guns,
copper tools and such like archeological
findings. Although the recorded
discoveries are not limited with that,
history is being written in Antalya! After
the oldest known sunken ship so far in
the west of Antalya, another 3600-yearold sunken ship was discovered in
Antalya. Research has shown that the
location of the sunken ship is about 50
meters deep and there is a load of
copper bullion weighing at least 1500
pounds. Munir Karaoglu, Governor of
Antalya said “The archaeological
excavations in the land of ‘Gobeklitepe’
are taken as the zero point of history.
When it comes to underwater
archeology, this sunken ship is the
Gobeklitepe of underwater.” About this
14-meters tall sunken ship, Prof. Dr.

Hakan Oniz said ‘’The sunken ship was caught in a storm on its way from the island of
Cyprus to an area in the aegean 3600 years ago. Probably it’s the first ship in the World
to carry one of the first of industrial products.

The discoveries in maritime in our
country are not limited with these ones,
and we are listing a new discovery
every single day. An unexpected
discovery was made in the excavations
initiated for the Marmaray Metro in
Yenikapı,
Istanbul.
During
the
excavations, the traces of one of the
largest
known
ports
dating from the Byzantine
and Ottoman Empire
period were discovered.
Port wall of the Byzantine
Empire period, 34 ships
and human settlement
from Neolithic period B.C.
4th century. It turned out
that
this
discovery
became
the
largest
Byzantine
ship
community in history dating back to the 11th century Ottoman period. In ancient times,
this place used to be the port of the Emperor Theodosius and hold fishing boats,
merchant ships of Byzantine and items which are mostly in good condition. In addition,
thanks to these excavations, there are four-row warships known as “galea” of a type
that has not been sampled before, and many different types of marine vehicles.
Excavations have shown that the port was created in a natural bay before, and then
filled with alluvium from the Lykos (Bayrampasa) stream and remained 300 meters
behind the present-day coastline.

Arca CAPRAZ
Istanbul Technical University

The Naval Museum is located in Besiktas, which is a
very rich district in terms of the history of İstanbul. It
has always been among many places visited by a
large number of both domestic and foreign tourists
every year. This museum has been standing out as the
biggest museum of maritime and maritime culture in
Turkey. Moreover, if the artifacts being displayed in the
museum are considered, this museum is precisely
regarded as being such an uncommon museum all
around the world. The Naval Museum also pertains to
the Turkish Naval Force. Hence, this museum is
accordingly known as the first military museum of
Turks. Inside this unique place, there are 20.000
pieces of artifacts being exhibited to its visitors.

In 1897, upon the request of the Naval
Minister, Hasan Hüseyin Pasha, in the
Ottoman Government’s Shipyard, “The
Museum and Library Administration”
was established. At the very first stage,
that was opened as a Museum Storage.
Following the beginnings of the Second
World War, all artifacts were sent to
Anatolia. In 1946, after the war ceased,
all artifacts were again sent back to
Istanbul. In accordance with the
conditions of this period, the most
appropriate vicinity was the location of
the
Dolmabahce
Mosque.
The
construction of the museum lasted
nearly 2 years. On October 27th , 1948
the museum was reopened for its
visitors
together
with the great
contributions of its new manager, Haluk
Şehsuvaroglu.

13 years later, this museum was
relocated near the tomb of Barbaros
Hayrettin Pasha, the Great Turkish
Admiral, which is located where the
Besiktas Port is.

This museum is consisted of 3 floors,
17 rooms, 4 big halls, which are used for
exhibition. These halls
have been
named according to the names of the
directions of the winds. In the Naval
Museum, Gop’s clothes, manuscripts,
ship models, banners, maps, sultanate
boats, portolans, paintings, monograms,
navigational instruments, crests, ship
head figures, and weapons are on
display. The most interesting thing
which affects us is the main entrance of
the museum, where there are
playgrounds that have been designed
on educational basis besidess several
souvenir shops for kids.

The Naval Museum is open everyday
except the first day of the year, the first days
of the religious holiday and Mondays. The
museum is available on weekdays from
09.00 to 17.00 and at weekends from 10.00
to 18.00.
The last entry is at 16.00 on weekdays,
17.00 at weekends.

Photography Fee

: 20 Turkish Liras

Video Recording Fee : 40 Turkish Liras
Audio Guide Fee
: 25 Turkish Liras
(Turkish, German, Japanese, English,
Spanish, Arabic)

Canberk YILMAZ
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Didim is one of the most beautiful
districts of Aydin, which is 70 km
away from Kusadası , and 110 km
from Bodrum. Almost the whole of
Didim’s 90 kilometres of coastline
consists of dozens of various
beaches and bays. One of the
worldwide known beaches of the
Aegean Sea is Altinkum, in Didim.
Owing
to
its
geographical
conditions, Didim bears various
kinds of pros.
There exist also some other
options in the tourism sector in the
Aegean Region, which could be
visited via daily tours. Milet, the city
of philosophers in the ancient
times, is also 20 km away from

Didim. Moreoever, Akbuk is one of
the most beautiful regions , which is
located 15 kilometres away from
Didim.
Altough Didim takes place in a
pretty hot climate zone, its low
humidity allows a good option for
those who do not prefer sultry
weather.

The first settlement traces of the town of Didim is estimated to date back to 8000s
B.C. .Didim (Didyma), which is located within the borders of the "Karia" region, has been
taken over by the Turkish people after the Lycians, Persians, Seleucids, Attalids, Romans
and Byzantines as Milet's "sacred area". With the temple which was destroyed in the
great earthquake in the 14th century ,Didim maintained its entity as a little Greek village
before the Republic.
At the entrance of Didim rises the Temple of Apollo, considered the most impressive
independent monument on the shores of Western Anatolia.
According to a Roman legend, the head relief of Medusa, one of the Gorgon sisters,
who turned a human being into stone with his eyes, is considered invaluable in terms of
art and history and is now considered as the symbol of the Temple of Didim and Apollo.
One of the positive aspects of Didim is its being 'wallet – friendly’ for its visitors who
travel there from other countries. Anything you might need about clothing and food is
at your disposal at the bazaars that are set up on Wednesday and Saturday.
If you would like to experience the
different tastes of Didim and its
regions and socialize with the
Aegean people, several festivals are
organized every year. For instance, a
vegan fest is held every April, beach
and authors fests every August, and
motofest every September.
You can enjoy a pleasant dinner at
the promenade of Didim. Besides,
you can have a nice time in the
amusement park with your family.
Moreover, the fast nightlife in Didim

might also appeal to some enthusiasts. You can swim in the warm waters of the
gorgeous beach in Altinkum , participate in diving tours in the Aquarium Bay, try your
luck in fishing tours, daily boat trips for a small fee. You can also engage in many other
activities throughout the day.

D-Marin, one of the most comprehensive and the safest marinas and boat
maintenance facilities in Turkey, was inaugurated for service in Didim district in 2009.
It precisely does serve as a unique center for boats and superyatchs requiring marina
facilities being superior in all respects.
D-Marin accepting all vessels that are up to 70m is the biggest maintenance and
repair facility.This marina has always been accepted as being merely interesting for

everyone including both the old
and the youth with relaxing
hotel rooms , free breakfast ,
infant care rooms , sport halls ,
beach clubs, and bars. Besides,
the marina offers every visitor a
lot of opportunities to express
themselves meanwhile saying ,
"We’ve had a really pleasant
time!" , dealing with facilities
such as ping-pong tournaments , marine base training, tasting traditional Aagean
nights , doing yoga training, and attending concerts.
D-Marin as an official port is close to Bodrum-Milas International Airport and Izmir
International Adnan Menderes Airport ,which do offer daily flights.

Arriving in Didim by car takes 10 minutes .
Bus services are avaliable . D-marin is 24- seamile away from Kalimnos Island, 27- sea- mile
away from Bodrum. On the other hand, it is 145
km away from Izmir Adnan Menderes Airport ,
and 90 km away from Bodrum-Milas
International Airport.

Burak ATMACA
Piri Reis University

Book Name: The Marine
Alphabet

Book Name: Cruising and
Seamanship Workbook

Book Name: The Toilers of the
Sea

Writer: Sezar Atmaca

Writer: Bill Gladstone, John
Rousmaniere

Writer: Victor Hugo

Publishing House: Iletisim
Yayıncılık

Book Name: The Living Sea
Writer: Barıs Akçalı, Sukran
Cirik,Tahsin Ceylan
Publishing House: Naviga

Publishing House: North U

Book Name: The Great Sea: A
Human History of the
Mediterranean
Writer:David Abulafia
Publishing House: Allen Lane

Publishing House: Modern
Library

Book Name: A Brief History of
Atlantis: Plato's Ideal State
Writer: Stephen P. Kershaw
Publishing House: Constable
& Robinson

Movie Name: The Bounty (1984)
Director: Roger Donaldson
Writers: Robert Bolt, Richard
Hough
Stars: Mel Gibson, Anthony
Hopkins, Laurence Olivier

Movie Name: Life of Pi
(2012)
Director: Ang Lee

Director: Joachim Rønning,
Espen Sandberg

Writers: Yann Martel (novel),
David Magee (screenplay)

Writers: Petter Skavlan

Stars: Suraj Sharma, Irrfan
Khan, Adil Hussain

Stars: Pål Sverre Hagen,
Anders Baasmo Christiansen,
Gustaf Skarsgård

Genre: Adventure, Drama, History Genre: Adventure, Drama,

Movie Name: 1917 (2019)
Director: Sam Mendes
Writers: Sam Mendes,
Krysty Wilson-Cairns
Stars: Dean-Charles
Chapman, George MacKay,
Daniel Mays, Mark Strong
Genre: Drama, War

Movie Name: Kon-Tiki (2012)

Fantasy

Genre: Adventure, Biography,
Drama

Movie Name: Outlaw King
(2018)

Movie Name: Million Dollar
Baby (2004)

Director: David Mackenzie

Director: Clint Eastwood

Writers: Bathsheba Doran,
David Mackenzie

Writers: Paul Haggis, F.X.
Toole

Stars: Chris Pine, Stephen
Dillane, Rebecca Robin
Genre: Action, Biography,
Drama

Stars: Hilary Swank, Clint
Eastwood, Morgan Freeman
Genre: Drama, Sport

The Maeslantkering Barrier
was built to protect the
Port of Rotterdam from the
flooding raids. It is a huge
barrier that opens and
closes. These barriers are
important to prevent ship
trade from interrupting. Its
constructions started in
1991 and were completed
in 1997. Its height is 22
meters. Its length is 210 meters. Steel balls, which are an important part of the
building, were completed in Czechia, which has the largest iron and steel factory in
Europe. The total project cost 450 million euros. Weather and wave height information
is sent to the computer from ships, weather centers and buoys. Barriers are closed
according to computer accounts, and a small error can cause irreversible results.

The Mariana Trench is one of
the deepest pits on earth. Its
depth is 10994 meters. Its
length is 2542 kilometers. Its
width is 69 kilometers. Only a
few people believe it in the
world because submarine
vehicles are unable to
withstand the high pressure
of tons of water in depth. Researches show that in the Mariana Trench, there are many
microorganisms living in a high pressure environment. It reveals fish and crab species.
The source of life here is volcanic eruptions. The creatures in the Mariana Trench are
thought to have remained the same since the prehistoric times.

While a group of glacialists were
working
to examine
the
topographic map of Antarctica in
detail, what they found uncovered
the deepest land canyon on
Earth, in a narrow region
underneath known as Denman
Glacier. This ice-filled canyon's
depth was determined to reache
3.5km (11,500ft) below sea level.
For comparison, the deepest known point on the earth before this discovery was the
Dead Sea coast which is 413m (1,355ft) below the sea level on the Israel-Jordan
border. The deepest point of the ice-filled Denman Canyon has a width of 20
kilometres and a length of 100 kilometres.
Following the researches, scientists may indicate that the hills and ridges which were
not previously noticed on the white continent, may delay the melting of the glaciers
into the sea in today's world that are affected by global warming. Besides, scientists
indicated some unnoticed smooth surfaces may cause to vice versa effect.

Grace OʼMalley, who was known as the Irishwoman Pirate Queen, was one of the
cruelest and courageous pirates in the known history. The Pirate Queen was born in
about 1530 in a powerful clan that was ruled by her father, who controlled the shores
and the sea around the coast of County Mayo in Ireland.
In her youth, she was
quite a lot enthusiastic
about maritime. For this
reason, she wanted to go
to sea with her father but
she received an answer
from his father that
women could not become
a mariner. For this reason,
she cut her long hair and
dressed like a man.
Afterwards, her father discovered that Grace O’Malley's adapted well at maritime.
From then on, Grace O’Malley was well trained by her father, thus she became a very

successful sailor. When her father died, she
took the helm of a grand mercantile fleet that
she inherited from her father. Then, she began
to prey on ships that passed through the west
coast of Ireland.
Besides the courage of the queen of the seas,
her skills at maritime were inherited from
generation to generation, and she became one
of the most important figures of the Irish
culture & literature.

Almost everyone notably Leonardo da
Vinci dreamed to walk on water once upon
a time in his childhood. Atilla Hulagu, a
young lieutenant of the Turkish Navy with
an inventor is spirit, was influenced by
Leonardo da Vinci's drawings, and wanted
to realize this dream. Atilla Hulagu, in
company of his wife, tried to design within
2 years the shoes which could allow him to
walk on waters, so that his dream of
becoming the first person to walk on water
becomes true. Based on 3 fundamental
laws of physics, Archimedes' principle,
Static and dynamic, the young inventor
lieutenant said to the tinman who would
manufacture the shoes, ‘’ I want two shoes in a hollow ship shape and I want you to
aline ten under each shoe.’’ For the shoes, he completed the project using 2.9 square
meters of tin, 50 grams of solder, two hand-sized pieces of rag, 3 meters of rubber, 1
square meter of aluminium plate. He designed a mechanism to facilitate the walk with
aluminium plates in a 150-centimetre long water shoe with a small diameter. The
mechanism, which he named "Padil", opened when pressed into the water and closed
when lifted up. His invention
was even more developed than
Da Vinci's drawing because
apart from shoes no other
material was needed. First, he
tried the shoes in the pool in
front of the naval petty officer
preparatory school command,
subsequently, when succeeded,
he tested them in the Istanbul

Strait. Atilla Hulagu, failed twice due
to the strong currents of the Istanbul
Strait, planned to walk from Balat
Harbor to Anadolu Fortress this time
on 30 July 1961. Hulagu, this time
calculated the current correctly,
turned to the north. He took 4452
steps and completed the 2200 meter
road in 56 minutes and put his
stamps on history as the first person
to walk on water. Atilla Hulagu did not
make this invention for show-off
purpose he thought his invention could be useful in Maritime area, so by keeping the
same design and producing shoes with small sizes, it could be useful for marine
troops. Nevertheless, this idea did not get enough support. Atilla Hulagu was planning
to cross the English channel to draw the World public attention, but he passed away in
1982 without realizing his dream.
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